RF Safety Training

Topics Covered
• Units of Measure
• Shaped Frequency Response Probes versus
Traditional Flat Frequency Response Probes
• Measurement Uncertainty and
Correction Factors
• Analog versus Digital Meters
• Connecting and Zeroing the Probe
• Checking Probe Functionality
• Beginning to Make Measurements
• Identifying High Level Areas First
• Spatial Averaging Techniques
• Using the Maximum Hold Feature
• Impact of the Human Body on
Field Measurements

Ordering Information
PART NUMBER
42945500
42945501

LANGUAGE
ENGLISH
ENGLISH

FORMAT
NTSC
PAL

Richard (Ric) Tell has been working on issues related to radio frequency
(RF) hazards for more than thirty years. During the first twenty years of
his professional career, he worked for the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency and served as the Chief of the Electromagnetics Branch. In that
capacity, he supported the agency’s work program to develop a public exposure standard for RF fields and did extensive work related to RF
instrumentation evaluation, computer modeling of antennas and national field studies to measure environmental levels of RF fields. During
his tenure at the EPA, his program provided technical support to the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) as the FCC adopted new
rules for human exposure to RF fields. More recently, Mr. Tell has pursued his own scientific consulting business related to electromagnetic
field exposure assessment. Much of his work has been in helping clients
evaluate compliance with applicable standards and establish RF safety
programs within their companies including contract support to the
FCC and the Cellular Telecommunications Industry Association (CTIA)
related to analyzing and evaluating RF fields associated with wireless
antenna sites.
Ric earned a B.S. degree in physics and mathematics in 1966 from
Midwestern State University in Wichita Falls, Texas, and a M.S. degree
in radiation sciences in 1967 from Rutgers University in New Brunswick,
New Jersey. He is an elected member of the National Council on Radiation
Protection and Measurements and serves as Chairman of Subcommittee
2 of the IEEE Standards Coordinating Committee 28 on RF. He is also
Chair of the Risk Evaluation Working Group of Subcommittee 4 which
is presently revising the IEEE standard for RF exposure. He is the author
of approximately 65 reports, publications, and book chapters related to
evaluating electromagnetic fields from a hazards perspective.
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RF Safety Training

EME Awareness for Antenna Site Safety
♦ This training focuses on RF safety in typical wireless
industry environments on rooftops and towers

♦ Available in English and Spanish
♦ New DVD Format Available
Application

Ordering Information

Motorola developed this 20 minute videotape as part of its
Electromagnetic Energy (EME) safety program for its Network
Services group. This group manages more than 1000 wireless
services sites worldwide. Many of these sites are on rooftops
or towers. On rooftops in particular, a great number of people
require site access – the engineers and technicians maintaining the communications services equipment, HVAC service
personnel, plant maintenance personnel, and window washers among others.

Order by part number from the table below.
PART NUMBER
42929000
42929001
42929002
42929003
42929008

LANGUAGE
English
English
Spanish
Spanish
English

FORMAT
NTSC
PAL
NTSC
PAL
DVD

Description
The first half of this tape:
• Describes what electromagnetic energy is and contrasts it with ionizing radiation, differentiating both
the sources and health effects.
• Explains the known health effects of EME –
tissue heating and shocks and burns – and that
it is not cumulative at low levels, as with ionizing
radiation.
• Describes the major standards that exist.
• Describes the issues with typical rooftop and tower
sites.
The second half of this tape:
• Explains the ten workplace rules that are referred
to as “Guidelines for Working in Radio Frequency
Environments.”
• After each of the ten points are given and explained,
they are repeated in summary form.
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